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SOMMAIRE
L'approche classique pour resoudre des problemes en vision artificielle consiste a enoncer ces problemes sous une forme variationnelle et a obtenir des equations aux derivees
partielles (EDPs) auxquelles ils doi vent satisfaire dans leur ensemble. Ces equations sont
ensuite resolues en utilisant divers schemas numeriques generalement iteratifs et ce, souvent sans se soucier si les solutions intermediaires iteratives enfreignent les lois physiques
de base. Par consequent, les solutions intermediaires ne peu vent etre interpretees physiquement. Cependant, une telle interpretation peut permettre d'augmenter la vitesse de
convergence des algorithmes numeriques utilises pour resoudre les EDPs.
Dans ce memoire, nous avons etudie trois problemes dans lesquels cette situation peut se
produire : la diffusion lineaire, Ie calcul du flot optique et la deformation de courbes. Nous
avons developpe des algorithmes qui utilisent directement les lois de base dans Ie processus
de resolution. Ces lois de base sont encodees en utilisant un modele image base sur la
topologie algebrique calculatoire dont nous montrons 1'interet pour la representation et
la resolution de problemes en vision artificielle. Finalement, des resultats experimentaux
pour les trois problemes sont presentes afin de valider Papproche proposee.
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INTRODUCTION
L'identification des lois physiques de base sous-jacentes aux problemes consideres est une
tache tres importante dans une foule d'applications. Elle permet de mettre en evidence
les relations entre les quantites fondamentales impliquees directement ou indirectement
dans les phenomenes que Ron souhaite modeliser. De plus, la combinaison de ces lois de
base en lois globales regissant les problemes dans leur ensemble assure Ie developpement
de systemes efficaces produisant des solutions realistes tels des systemes permettant la
simulation de chirurgies en temps reel ou bien Ie suivi presque automatique d'objets dans
des sequences video.

Ce processus de resolution est utilise en vision artificielle et traitement d'images. Cependant, etant donne que 1'identification des lois de base est une tache specifique a chaque
probleme considere, elle doit etre effectuee pour chaque application. Neanmoins, certains
problemes ayant des bases physiques difFerentes peuvent parfois etre resolus en utilisant
une schematisation commune.

L'inconvenient majeur de plusieurs algorithmes s'appuyant sur des lois physiques pour
la resolution de problemes en vision artificielle est que les lois de base de meme que
les resultats intermediaires sont exclus du processus de resolution des que les equations
gouvernant les problemes sont identifiees. Par consequent, la resolution de ces equations
par des methodes iteratives peut violer ces lois de base a travers 1'une ou Pautre des
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solutions intermediaires. Une telle violation peut entrainer certains problemes au niveau
de la convergence de ces solutions. De plus, les quantites intermediaires qui out ete
rejetees peuvent contenir des informations pertinentes. Afin d'eviter ces inconvenients,
nous avons etudie, developpe et implante trois approches basees sur la decomposition
en lois physiques de base de trois problemes en vision artificielle : la diffusion lineaire, Ie
calcul du flot optique ainsi que la deformation de courbes.
La diffusion des niveaux de gris dans une image peut etre lineaire ou non-lineaire. La
diffusion lineaire est habituellement accomplie par la convolution de 1'image originale
avec un filtre gaussien. Cependant, il est egalement possible de la realiser en resolvant
un probleme de transfer! de chaleur pouvant etre decompose et modelise a 1'aide de lois
physiques de base. Afin de valider notre modelisation, nous developpons cette approche
dans Ie cadre de notre premier travail et montrons qu'il est possible d'obtenir des resultats
similaires a ceux obtenus par convolution. Par ailleurs, la diffusion lineaire produit un
effet de lissage sur tous les pixels de Fimage originale, incluant les frontieres des objets.
Dans certaines applications, 11 peut etre pertinent de diminuer cet effet de lissage au
niveau des contours. Dans ces cas, une diffusion non-lineaire des niveaux de gris doit etre
efFectuee. Malheureusement, elle ne peut etre realisee a Paide d'une convolution usuelle
et doit reposer sur des lois de la physique. Une approche pour la resolution de la diffusion
non-lineaire basee sur la decomposition en lois de base a ete introduite par Auclair-Fortier
et al. [2].
Le calcul du flot optique dans une sequence d'images peut etre effectue en utilisant
diverses techniques [4, 3]. L'une de ces techniques a ete proposee par Horn et Schunck [6]
et repose sur Ie calcul variationnel. Le systeme d'equations difFerentielles obtenu selon
cette methode peut etre considere comme un processus de diffusion et par consequent
resolu en utilisant une decomposition similaire a celle utilisee pour la diffusion lineaire.
Nous montrons qu'il est possible d'obtenir des resultats similaires avec notre approche et

ce, en evitant les traditionnelles methodes iteratives lors de la resolution. Nous montrons
egalement que notre demarche basee sur une utilisation de valeurs globales conduit a un
algorithme moins sensible au bruit.
Le processus de deformation de courbes peut etre modelise en utilisant des lois de base
de la physique mecanique. Nous montrons qu'un tel modele pour la deformation peut
etre physiquement interprete et nous utilisons cette interpretation afin de developper un
systeme de recherche d'images base sur la forme. Nous montrons finalement que notre
modele peut egalement s'appliquer aux contours actifs.
Afin de representer les lois physiques impliquees dans la decomposition de nos trois problemes, nous utilisons un modele image base sur la topologie algebrique calculatoire. Nous
montrons qu'un tel modele permet Ie developpement d'algorithmes operant independamment de la dimension tout en introduisant un formalisme rigoureux afin de manipuler les
lois de base.
Ce memoire est divise en deux parties. La premiere partie concerne la resolution de la diffusion lineaire ainsi que Ie calcul du flot optique bases sur la decomposition de Pequation
regissant Ie transfer! de chaleur en lois physiques de base. L'article A Physics-Based
Resolution of Linear Diffusion and Optical Flow: A Computational Algebraic
Topology Approach a ete soumis dans la revue Pattern Recognition. La seconde partie decrit une approche pour la deformation de courbes basee sur une decomposition
de ce probleme en lois de base de la physique mecanique. L'article A Physics-Based
Model for the Deformation of Curves: A Computational Algebraic Topology
Approach a ete soumis dans la revue IEEE Transactions on Image Processing.

CHAPITRE 1
Un modele physique pour la resolution

de la diffusion lineaire et Ie calcul du
flat optique: une approche basee sur la

topologie algebrique calculatoire

Dans la premiere partie de ce memoire, nous presentons un travail intitule A PhysicsBased Resolution of Linear Diffusion and Optical Flow: A Computational
Algebraic Topology Approach. Ce travail concerne deux problemes qui ont ete proposes par Ie Professeur Djemel Ziou et decoule de deux travaux qu'il a realises au cours
des deux dernieres annees en collaboration avec Ie Professeur Madjid Allili [11, 1].
Nous proposons une approche originale pour la resolution de la diffusion lineaire et Ie
calcul du flot optique des niveaux de gris dans une image. Cette approche repose sur la
decomposition du probleme de transfer! de la chaleur en lois physiques de base. Contrairement a certaines methodes traditionnelles qui resolvent ces deux problemes a 1'aide de

techniques essentiellement mathematiques [4, 3], nous proposons une approche basee sur
Putilisation de valeurs globales et de lois de base qui permet d'interpreter physiquement
chaque etape de la resolution. Nous montrons que certaines de ces lois admettent une version globale exacte puisqu'elles decoulent de principes de conservation tandis que d'autres
necessitent quelques approximations. Nous montrons cependant que ces dernieres peuvent
etre realisees de fagon judicieuse.
L'implantation et la validation des algorithmes pour Ie probleme de la diffusion lineaire
out ete realisees conjointement avec IVtadame Marie-Flavie Auclair Fortier. En ce qui
a trait au calcul du flat optique, ces taches ont ete efFectuees sous la supervision du
Professeur Ziou en se basant sur Ie travail effectue pour la diffusion lineaire. Un rapport
technique [2] regroupant ces deux problemes ainsi que les resultats d'un travail connexe
fait par Madame Auclair Fortier concernant la diffusion non-lineaire a ensuite ete redige
conjointement avec cette derniere en tenant compte des suggestions et conseils de la part
des professeurs Ziou et Allili. Une version allegee de ce rapport a ete soumise dans la
revue Pattern Recognition et apparait dans les pages suivantes de ce memoire.

CHAPITRE 2
Un modele physique pour la
deformation de courbes: une approche

basee sur la topologie algebrique
calculatoire

La seconde partie de ce memoire expose Ie travail A Physics-Based Model for the
Deformation of Curves : A Computational Algebraic Topology Approach. Ce
travail est en lien direct avec celui presente dans la premiere partie. L'approche precedemment utilisee est reprise et appliquee dans Ie contexte de la deformation de courbes
en vision artificielle. Le processus de deformation de courbes peut etre accompli par Ie
biais du calcul variationnel [7, 5] ou en utilisant di verses modelisations basees sur les lois
de la physique [9, 10]. Pour notre part, nous introduisons une methode originale basee sur
la decomposition du probleme de 1'elasticite en lois physiques de base. Une telle decomposition permet d'interpreter physiquement les quantites impliquees dans Ie processus

de resolution. De plus, ces lois utilisent des valeurs globales exactes et ne font inter venir
d'approximations que lorsqu'elles sont inevitables.
Les recherches necessaires a la modelisation du probleme ainsi que 1'implant ation et la
validation des algorithmes ont ete realisees sous la direction du Professeur Ziou. J'ai
egalement pu beneficier des commentaires et critiques constructives de Madame MarieFlavie Auclair Fortier ainsi que du Professeur Madjid Allili. Ces derniers m'ont aussi
apporte de judicieuses suggestions au niveau de la redaction d'un rapport technique [8].
Une version compacte de ce rapport a ensuite ete redigee puis soumise dans la revue
IEEE Transactions on Image Processing. Cette version figure dans les pages suivantes de
ce memoire.

A Physics-Based Resolution of Linear
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Algebraic Topology Approach
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Abstract
This paper proposes an alternative to partial differential equations (PDEs) for the
solution of two problems in computer vision: linear isotropic diffusion and optical
flow. These two problems are modeled using the heat transfer problem. Traditionally,
the method for solving physics-based problems such as heat transfer is to discretize
and solve a PDE by a purely mathematical process. Instead of using the PDE, we
propose to decompose the global heat problem into basic laws. We show that some
of the basic laws admit an exact global version since they arise from conservation
principles. We also show that the assumptions made on the other basic laws can be
made wisely, taking into account knowledge about the problem and the domain. We
use a computational algebraic topology '-based image model which allows us to encode
physical laws by linking a global value on a domain with values on its boundary. The
resulting algorithm performs in any dimension and the numerical scheme is derived
in a straightforward way from the problem modeled. It thus provides a physical explanation of each solving step in the solution. Finally, we present results for the two
problems.

Key words: Physics-based methods, partial differential equations, heat transfer

problem, linear isotropic diffusion, optical flow

1 Introduction

In recent years, partial differential equations (PDEs) have attracted increasing
interest in the field of computer vision. Since PDEs have been the subject of
much study by numericians, powerful numerical schemes have been developed
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +819-821-8000 x2859; fax:+819-821-8200
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to solve them. Consequently, domains such as image enhancement, restoration,
multi-scale analysis and surface evolution all benefit greatly from PDEs [9 .
One important class of equations governing certain physical processes is the
linear elliptic PDE of the general form known as the Helmholz equation:

V2u(x)+p(x)u(x)=/(x) (1.1)
where x denotes a vector in the n-dimensional space, u(x) is the dependent
variable, V2 is the Laplacian operator, andp(x) and /(x) are spatial functions.
When p(x) = 0, we have the Poisson equation 5, 15] (also known as the
non-homogeneous Laplace equation [13, 25]). One of the physical processes
governed by Equation 1.1 is steady-state heat transfer.
In the field of computer vision, Equation 1.1 may arise from two approaches.
The first is variational calculus. As a matter of fact, many problems such as
shape from shading [20], surface reconstruction [15, 21] and the computation
of optical flow [12] can be formulated as variational problems. The solutions to
these variational problems are given by Euler-Lagrange equations which are in
the form of Equation 1.1 [14, 15]. The second approach is physics-based. For
example, diffusion processes arise from heat equations and shock filters from
work in fluid mechanics [9]. For both the variational and the physics-based
approaches, the resulting PDEs are continuous and have to be discretized.
Traditionally, the discretization of PDEs in computer vision has been done by
applying finite difference methods [7, 14, 20, 21]. Equation 1.1 is solved iteralively using either a direct Fourier-based Poisson solver for each iteration [20],
finite elements [8], or spectral methods [15]. Iterative methods such as those
in [20] do not ensure convergence unless smoothness is very high [5].
We can summarize the existing methods for the resolution of problems in-

volving PDEs as follows: 1) identification of basic laws; 2) combination of the

basic laws in order to write the PDEs; 3) discretization of the PDEs; 4) resolution of the PDEs via a numerical method. This process, which has been
used in various fields of application, is purely mathematical. Consequently,
it has the following drawbacks: 1) Some quantities involved in the solution
process do not have a physical interpretation. 2) This lack of interpretation is
manifested in intermediate solutions involving iterative processes. Since these
solutions cannot be physically explained then the discovery of the optimal
solution cannot be ensured in an optimal time.
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose an alternative to PDE resolution
in the context of the heat transfer problem. Generally, basic laws in physicsbased problems are combined into a global conservation equation [23] that is
valid on the whole body or a part of it. A limit process is then performed
in order to obtain its local counterpart (PDE). In discrete problems such as

those encountered in computer vision, the continuous domain is subdivided
into many sub-domains in which there is only one value available, which can be
considered as a global value. Instead of using the PDE, therefore, we propose
to use the global conservation equation directly on each sub-domain.
In order to handle these physical laws which link global values at points, lines,
surfaces, volumes, etc we use an image model with roots in computational
algebraic topology. This model makes it possible to represent global values
on entities of any dimension at the same time. One such model, proposed by
Ziou and Allili [26], presents the image support as a decomposition in terms
of points, edges, surfaces, volumes, etc. The elements of this decomposition
are represented by chains and boundaries making it easy to handle images of
any dimension. The authors show that this kind of decomposition can lead to
efficient computational schemes [1]. Image quantities are modeled as cochains
associated with the elements of the image support. Some of these cochains can
then be linked by coboundary operators in order to define the link between
global physical quantities of a sub-domain and quantities on its border.
This methodology presents a number of major advantages: 1) Many of the
basic laws arise out of conservation principles and hence they are valid either
at a point (local form as in Equation 1.1) or over an entire region (global
form). Fundamental theorems of calculus such as the Gauss, Green and Line
Integral theorems allow the computation of the coboundary operator without any approximation. 2) Some laws require approximations that can be
performed wisely taking into account knowledge about the problem and the
domain. 3) The intermediate results have a physical explanation because they
represent physical quantities. For that reason, every step has a physical interpretation. Thus we no longer have problems of non-optimality of the solution
because we avoid non-temporal iterative methods. 4) As mentioned earlier,
this method can be used with other physics-based problems by applying the
appropriate basic laws [18]. 5) Thanks to the image model, the resulting algorithm performs in any dimension. 6) The computational rules associated with
the coboundary operator can be changed without changing the formalism of
the operation itself. 7) The same formalism can be used for pixel-based and
other types of decomposition of the image (e.g. regions).
In order to validate our method, we resolve the equation for the steady-state
heat transfer in two applications: linear diffusion and optical flow. These problems generate equations of the form of Equation 1.1 or its global version.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the heat conservation principle useful for understanding the heat transfer problem. In Section 3,
we decompose the steady-state heat transfer problem into basic laws and lay
out the global version of the equations. Section 4 introduces the algebraic
topology-based image model. Using this image model, we define in Section 5

the computational rules applying to the heat problem in a general manner
suitable to any dimension. Section 6 presents two concrete examples of utilization of this approach in computer vision: isotropic diffusion and optical
flow. The results are presented in Section 7.

2 Physical Principles

The goal of this section is to understand the physical foundations of the heat
transfer process. We present two important classes of laws: conservation and

constitutive laws. Conservation laws are independent of the properties of the
materials, whereas constitutive laws are specific to them.

2.1 Heat Conservation Principle

A very important class of equations in continuum mechanics are those describing conservation (equilibrium) principles. They express the conservation
of certain physical quantities (mass, momentum, energy, etc.) over an entire
body and as such they take the form of global equations over the whole body
or a part of it [16]. Conservation principles can be seen intuitively as follows:
the change in total amount of a physical quantity inside a body is equal to the
amount of this quantity entering or leaving the body (through the boundary)
and the amount generated or absorbed within the body. These laws are applicable for all continuous materials, moving or stationary, deformable or rigid,
and must always be satisfied. The global conservation equations can then be
used to derive their local counterparts, called the associated field equations,
which are valid at each point of the body including its borders.
Let us consider a body occupying a volume V and bordered by a surface 6'
in a 3D space. The thermal energy variation in such a body is explained by
the internal heat production or absorption and by the heat flow entering or

leaving the body

-1 fff p(x) e(x, t) dV = fff p(x) r(x, t) dV - ff q(x, t) • n(x, t) d5 (2.1)
where p(x) is the mass density, ^(x,^) is the thermal energy density, q(x,^)
is the heat flow density, r(x,^) is the internal heat production density and
n(x, t) is the vector normal to the surface. Using the divergence theorem, we

obtain [16]

(!y ^ Jt^' *) dv = III. ^ *) dy + lily a<x> f) dy (2-2)
where V- is the divergence operator, o'(x,^) = —V • q(x,^) and cr(x,^) =
p(x) r(x, t). Equation 2.2 is a conservation equation and is thus valid over the
entire body or a part or a point of this body. Consequently, the integral signs
can be taken off

p(x) f^t) = ^-V-q(x^ + ^x^ . (2.3)
energy variation

Rate of heat entering Rate of heat generation

This equation is said to be local whereas Equation 2.2 is said to be global. The
thermal energy variation is called the unsteady term, the rate of heat entering
is called the diffusion term and the rate of heat generation is called the source
term.

For the linear diffusion and the optical flow problems, we are concerned with
the steady-state heat transfer which means that there is no variation of the
thermal energy of the system over time

p(x) ^(x^)=0.
Then the heat diffusion compensates for the internal heat production

V.q(x^)=a(x^). (2.4)

2.2 Constitutive Principles

Equation 2.4 contains two unknown variables: p(x) and q(x,^). Let's look
at the example of q(x, t) and suppose that we can measure the time variation of the temperature T. We know that q(x, t) is related to the temperature.
Since different materials usually have different diffusion properties, the missing
equation q(x, t) = f(T, x, t) must depend on the properties (e.g. homogeneity, difFusivity) of the material we are studying. Consequently, the system of
equations contains more unknown variables than equations and the function
f(T,x,^) must be added to the system formed by Equation 2.4. This is due
to the difference in material properties. Different materials behave differently
but are subject to the same conservation laws. Constitutive equations such as
q(x, t) = f(T, x, t) which reflect the internal constitution of materials allow us
to complete the system of equations.

3 Decomposition of the Basic Laws

We have seen in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 that conservation equations are always
valid regardless of the materials, whereas constitutive equations are dependent on their properties. When solving directly PDEs like Equation 2.4 in
a discretized context with methods such as the finite differences, one makes
global assumptions about the time and space behavior of the diffusion and
source terms without taking into account the nature of the basic laws underlying the problem. Some of these do not require any approximation since they
come from conservation principles. A more physically realistic solution can be
obtained by choosing a proper approximation for each basic law arising from
a constitutive principle. Consequently, we propose to decompose the terms
of Equation 2.4 into basic laws. This equation can be broken down into two
conservations and one constitutive laws. Note that since the source term is
often known, we do not try to decompose it. Recalling that the diffusion term
a'(x, t) is the rate of heat entering the particle located at x at time t, then

Q/(x^) =-V . q(x,^) (3.1)
is a first basic conservation law.
The second conservation law concerns the thermal tension. We first define the
thermal tension vector g(x,^) as the vector representing the direction and
magnitude of the greatest temperature decrease at a fixed time t. As g(x,^) is
source-oriented (from hot to cold), we must put a minus sign before VT(x, t)
which represents the direction and magnitude of the greatest temperature
increase:

g(x^) =-VT(x^). (3.2)
This equation is a second basic law. Since the thermal tension is the gradient
of a scalar field then it is by definition a conservative field in space. We say

that -T(x,-f) is the potential field of g(x,^) [10, 22].

The third law is a constitutive one. The heat flow density q(x, t) is the quantity
and the direction of the heat flowing into the particle located at point x at
time t. It is represented by a vector and greatly depends on the behavior of the
material. In the case of uniform, homogeneous materials, it has been proven

experiment ally by Fourier 4, 11] that q(x,^) is directly proportional to the
difference of temperature relative to neighbors of this particle:

q(x^)=Ag(x^), (3.3)
where A is a material-specific thermal conductivity constant. The value of
A is known for many types of materials. Equation 3.3 is called the Fourier

heat conduction law. For a non-homogeneous material, we consider that it has
the behavior of a homogeneous material on an infmitesimal patch, but the
conductivity changes with each patch; that is,

q(x,^) =A(x^)g(x,^).

4 Discrete Representation of Images

The main goal of this section is to introduce some algebraic tools used to model
images. An image is composed of two distinctive parts: the image support
(pixels) and some field quantity associated with each pixel. This quantity may
be scalar (e.g. gray level), vectorial (e.g. color, multispectral, optical flow)
or tensorial (e.g. Hessian). We model the image support in terms of cubical
complexes, chains and boundaries. With these concepts, we are able to give a
formal description of an image support of any dimension. For quantities, we
introduce the concept of cochains, which are representations of fields over a
cubical complex. The reader can find more details in [1, 26].
An image is a complex of unit cubes usually called pixels. A pixel 7 C Rn is
a product
7 = 7i x J2 x ... x 4

where Ij is either a singleton or an interval of unit length with integer endpoints. Thus Ij is either the singleton {k} and is said to be a degenerate interval, or the closed interval [/c, k-\-l] for some k e Z. The number g € {0,1,... n}
of non-degenerate intervals is by definition the dimension of 7, which is called
a q-pixel. Figure 4.1 illustrates three elementary pixels in R2. For q > 1, let
J = {/Co, /ci,... A;g_i} be the ordered subset {1, 2,...n} of indices for which
Ikj = [aj^j] ls non-degenerate. Define
A^.7 =h x ... 4,-i x {a-j} x 4,.+i x •. • x In

and
Bk^ =hx ... J^._i x {bj} X Ikj+l X ... X In.

The Afe.7 and the £^-7 are called the (q — 1)-faces of 7. One can define the
(q — 2)-faces, ..., down to the 0-faces of 7 in the same way. The faces of 7

different from 7 itself are called its proper faces.
By definition, a natural orientation of the cube is assumed for each pixel. Suppose that 7 denotes a particular positively oriented ^-pixel. It is natural to
denote the same pixel with opposite orientation by —7. Examples of orientations are given in Figure 4.1. A cubical complex in Rn is a finite collection
JC of ^-pixels such that every face of any pixel of the image support is also a
pixel in /C and the intersection of any two pixels of /C is either empty or a face

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.1. Three examples of q-pixels in R2 (I\ x ^ a) 0-pixel : I\ = {2}, 1^ = {1}
b) 1-pixel : h = [2,3], h = {1} c) 2-pixel -. h = [2,3], h = [1,2].
of each of them. For example, traditional 2D image models only considered
pixels as 2D square elements. The definitions presented above allow us to consider 2-pixels (square elements), 1-pixels (line elements) and 0-pixels (point
elements) simultaneously.
In order to write the image support in algebraic form, we introduce the concept
of chains. Any set of oriented ^-pixels of a cubical complex can be written in
algebraic form by attributing to them the coefBcient 0,1 or —1, if they are not
in the set or if they should or should not be taken with positive orientation,
respectively. In order to represent weighted domains, we must allow arbitrary
integer multiplicity for each g-pixel.
Given a topological space X C Mn in terms of a cubical complex, we get a free
abelian group Cq(X) generated by all the g-pixels. The elements of this group
are called q-chains and they are formal linear combinations of ^-pixels [1]. A
formal expression for a ^-chain Cq is Cq = Z^.eK; ^Hi where \i C Z.
The last step needed for the description of the image plane is the introduction of the concept of a boundary of a chain. Given a gf-pixel 7, we define its
boundary ^7 as the (q — 1)-chain corresponding to the alternating sum of its
(q — l)-faces. The sum is taken according to the orientation of the (q — 1)faces with respect to the orientation of the ^-pixel. We say that a (q — l)-face
of 7 is positively oriented relative to the orientation of 7 if its orientation is
compatible with the orientation of 7. By linearity, the extension of the definition of boundary to arbitrary ^-chains is easy. For instance, in Figures 4.1 (b)
and 4.1(c), the boundary of the 1-pixel a is X2 — Xi and the boundary of the
2-pixel A is a -\- b — c — d; we say that a and b are positively oriented with
respect to the orientation of A but c and d are negatively oriented with respect
to the orientation of A. Let us notice that the boundary of a 1-pixel is always
the difference between its boundary points. The boundary can be defined recursively. Given a [q — l)-chain and a gf-chain 7^ defined as 7g = 7g_i x [a, &],
the boundary of 7g can be recursively written as
9^ = Q-iq-i x [a,&] + (-l)(^-l)(^_i x {&} -7,_i x {a}).

(4.1)

In order to model the pixel quantity over the image plane, we look for an
application F which associates a global quantity with all Q-pixels 7 of a cubical

complex. We denote this by < ^,7 >. This quantity may be any mathematical
entity such as a scalar, a vector, etc. For two adjacent ^-pixels 71 and 72, F
must satisfy < J-', Ai7i + ^272 >= Ai < ^, 71 > +Aa < ^, 72 >, which means
that the sum of the weighted quantities over each pixel is equal to the quantity
over the weighted two pixels. The resulting transformation T : Cq{X) — > R
is called a q-cochain and is used as a representation of a quantity over the
cubical complex.
Finally we need an operator which associates a global quantity with the {q-\-l)pixels according to the global quantities given on their ^-faces. Given a qcochain T \ we define an operator J, called the coboundary operator, which
transforms T into a (q + l)-cochain 6^ such that
<^T/y>=<^7> (4.2)
for all (q + 1)-chains 7. The coboundary is defined as the signed sum of the
physical quantities associated with the g-faces of 7. The sum is taken according
to the relative orientation of the ^-faces of the (q + l)-pixels of 7 with respect
to the orientation of the pixels.

5 Representation of the Heat Transfer Equation

Our process for representing the heat transfer equation in terms of algebraic
topology can be summarized as follows. The image support is subdivided into
cubical complexes. Then basic laws are applied to pixels of various dimensions.
These laws involve the computation of global quantities on pixels which are
expressed as cochains. Some of these laws link global quantities on pixels with
global quantities on their boundaries and hence are expressed as coboundaries. The other laws are expressed as linear transformations between pairs of
cochains. The topological formalism of cochain and coboundary is a generic
one; it does not offer computational rules. The cochains must be instantiated
depending on the problem to be considered.
The goal of this section is to reformulate the basic laws presented in Section 3
in a topological way and then to give computational rules for cochains in the
context of the heat transfer problem. Since we want to represent two kinds
of global values then we use two complexes. As pointed out by Tonti [24],
the first complex (Figure 5.1 (a)) refers to variables describing the configuration of the system and to those which are related to them by relations which
do not contain physical constants (e.g. temperatures, global thermal tension).
The second complex (Figure 5.1(b)) concerns the source variables and those
which can be computed from them by relations not containing physical constants(e.g. source term, heat entering a particle). Then the first complex is

associated with global values corresponding to elements having an orientation which lies on the elements themselves while the second complex refers
to elements having an orientation which depends on the space surrounding

them [24].

(a) (b)
Fig. 5.1. Complexes associated with: (a) variables describing the configuration of the
system (b) the source variables.

5.1 Global Diffusion

Let us consider an n-complex /CS representing the subdivided spatial support
(see Figure 5.1(b)). Let 7^ be an n-pixel of/CS. Let us also consider an (n—1)cochain Q and a n-cochain V defined by the coboundary
< P, ^E >=< ^Q, 7E >=< Q, ^ > . (5.1)
Figure 5.2 presents examples of Q and T> for /CS of dimension 3. Let us assume
that the (n-l)-faces ^q, of ^E are positively oriented relative to 7^. According
to the linearity of the cochain, we have

<V^E>= E <Q,7Q.>. (5.2)
7Q,£^7B

This equation is general and thus we need to find a global value for the ncochain V which can be computed by summing the global values at the boundary of 7^;. Let us define

< ^^E >= / 0^(^t)d^E' ^E

Applying the divergence theorem to this equation, we obtain

< ^, 7s >= /, -q(x, ^) • n(x, t')d(Q^E) = ^ / -q(x, ^) • n,(x, t) d^Q,
f9r7E

^Q^EJ^i
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7
'D

z

7

(b)

(a)

Fig. 5.2. Examples of cochains a) Q and b) V for a 3-pixel /JE of ^s •

where n^(x, t) is the normal vector to 7^. This last equation is in the form of
a coboundary (Equation 5.2) from which we define
< Q, 7Q, >= / -q(x, ^) • n,(x, ^) d^q,.
'^Qi

(5.3)

The previous definitions can be extended by linearity to arbitrary n-chains of
/CS. We recall that there is no approximation in these equations.

5.2 Global Thermal Tension

Let us consider another n-complex Kp representing the subdivided spatial
domain of the image (see Figure 5.1 (a)). Let us consider a 1-pixel ^c of /CP
such that 9^G = x* — x#- Let us also consider a 0-cochain T and a 1-cochain

G defined by the coboundary
< G, 7c >=< ST, 7G >=< T, ^7G > . (5.4)
According to the linearity of the cochain, we have that
< T", Q^G >=< T, x^ - x# >=< T, ^ > - <T,x# > (5.5)

To define which values to use as cochains Q and T let us consider the global
form of Equation 3.2 on 7^

g(x, t) . d^G = I g(x, t) -d-fG= I -VT(x, t) . c?7G (5.6)

r7G

Jx^

^x#

where d^c is an infinitesimal part of 70?. Since g(x, t) is a spatial conservative
field, we can apply the Line Integral theorem 10, 22 saying that for a conservative field F(x) = VT(x) and two points x^ and rc^, in an open connected
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region containing F(x), the integral of the tangential part of F(x) along the
curve R joining x^ and x-^ is independent of the path

g(x^) -d^a = (-T(^t)) - (-T(^t))=T(^,t)-T(^t). (5.7)

We see that Equation 5.7 is similar to Equation 5.5. Thus we define T = T(x, t),
Consequently, the location of the unknown temperatures we want to compute
must correspond to the 0-pixels of K,p. In order to fulfill Equation 5.4, we must
have

<Q^G>= I -g(^t)-d^G. (5.8)
'7G
7G

5.3 Heat Flow Density

The coboundaries < Q, Q^E > (Equation 5.1) and < T,9^a > (Equation 5.4)
provide exact global versions of Equation 3.1 on 1C8 and Equation 3.2 on
)CP respectively. We finally need to represent Equation 3.3 which links local
values g(x,^) and q(x,^). Equation 3.3 is a constitutive equation and cannot
be represented by a topological equation. However, we can find a relation
transforming the cochain Q into the cochain Q:

Q^Q
as a global counterpart for Equation 3.3. To find this transformation, we recall
Equation 5.3:

< Q^Q, >= I -q(x^) •n,(x^)c^ = / -Ag(x^) .n,(x^)rf7Q,,
r7Q,

JrTQi

relating cochain Q to field g(x, t). Unfortunately, the field g(x, t) is not known
so we have to approximate it with a field g(x,^). This approximation is performed piecewise such that for each 1-face 7^ of an n-pixel 7p of /CP, g(x,^)
satisfies

'7G

-g(x^).c^=<^7G> (5.9)

Equation 3.3 is then applied to obtain q(x,^):

q(x^)=Ag(x,^) (5.10)
at all points of the domain. Equation 5.3 becomes

<Q,7o.>= / -q(^t)-m(^t)d^=fg(\g). (5.11)
'^Qi
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The transformation we are looking for is thus

A=/,(A,0)
which depends on the choice of an approximation function g(x,^) and the
position of /CS with respect to K,p.

5.4 Source Term

In Section 3, we did not decompose the source term a(x,^) since it is often
known over each 2-pixel 7^; of /CS. To model it, we define a cochain representing
the global source as

<S^E>= I (r(^t)d^E (5.12)
"YE

Equations 5.2 and 5.12 are then combined into a cochain version of Equation 2.4
<V^E>=<S^E> . (5.13)

5.5 Boundary Conditions

The decomposition process presented in this section is carried out with the
assumption that all the needed quantities surrounding a pixel are known. For
instance, for a particular n-pixel in the steady-state heat transfer problem,
the cochain S must be known for all other surrounding n-pixels so that there
are as many equations as variables.

Unfortunately, this assumption is not verified at the borders of the image.
Thus, as in solving the PDE, boundary conditions must be imposed to specify
the gray-level conditions at the boundary of the image. For instance, these
conditions may prescribe the values of either cochain T (Dirichlet boundary
conditions) or cochain Q, (Neumann boundary conditions).

5.6 Summary of the Algorithm

We will now summarize the algorithm used to find an expression of diffused
temperatures. The input data for this algorithm are the cochain S and the
Dirichlet boundary conditions.

(1) Choice of the positions for KP and /CS.
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(2) Computation of Q as a function of Q:
(a) Choose the approximation function g(x,^).

(b) Apply Equation 5.9 to find g(x,^) as a function of G.
(c) Apply Equation 5.11 to find the transformation A, expressing Q as
a function of Q.
(3) Apply Equation 5.1, A and Equation 5.4 to find V as a function of T.
(4) Apply Equation 5.13 to obtain an expression of the diffused temperatures.

6 Applications

6.1 Linear Isotropic Diffusion

One of the most direct applications of the heat transfer equation is the isotropic
diffusion of gray-level intensities; that is, smoothing. For a 2D image J(x) with
x = (re, ?/), the resolution of the PDE

^J(x,t)=V2J(x,t) (6.1)
is equivalent to the convolution

7(x,t)=(/*fft)(x)
where

^=^^

/x2+y^

is a Gaussian with variance a2 = 2t [9]. One can see t as the scale of the
smoothing operation. Let us assume that the Laplacian image at scale t

L(K,t) =V2J(x,^) (6.2)
is known. One can consider this equation as a steady-state heat transfer problem with T(x,t) = J(x,^), o~(-x,t) = —L(x,t) and A = 1.
We want to solve Equation 6.2 for local J(x,^) located at the center of each
image pixel. Employing the process presented in Section 5, we first position
the two cubical complexes representing two subdivisions of the image plane.
As stated in Section 5.2, the primary complex ]CP is defined with its 0-pixels
corresponding to the pixel centers. For the sake of simplicity, K,8 corresponds
to the image pixels; that is the secondary 2-pixels are rectangular and symmetrically staggered relative to the 1-pixels of Kp and the 1-pixels of JCS intersect
orthogonally in the centers of the primary 1-pixels. We saw in Section 5.3 that
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1C"
K.s

Fig. 6.1. The two cubical complexes for a 5 x 5 image.

the approximation function fg depends on the position of /CS with respect to
Kp. Figure 6.1 shows the two complexes for a 5 x 5 image. Positioning the 1faces of /CS such as each passes through the center point between two 0-pixels
of KP allows us to compute a polynomial function of order 1 with the same
accuracy as that obtained using one of order 2 [19, 17].
We need a global value for the 2-cochain < <S, 7^ >. If we assume that a pixel
value represents the global value of intensity, we can directly set
<S^E >=-L(x).

(6.3)

This assumption is reasonable if we look at image acquisition as a process
which accumulates the total number of photons within a global area corre-

spending to the pixel [6].
We must choose an approximation function g(x) (see Section 5.3). For simplicity, we assume that g(x) arises from a bilinear approximation

g(x) = (a + &?/) • i + (c + rfrc) • j.

Given a 2-pixel 7? of /CP, g(x) must satisfy Equation 5.9 for each 1-face of 7?.
As an example, let us find the co efficients a, 6, c and d for such a pixel defined
as in Figure 6.2. We have

Gi=
G2=
^3=
^4=

rA

IQ

.

fA

Fo

^

...

-

-g(A,7/) -jdy,

f-A

Fo

.

-g(rc,0) -idx,

...

-

-g (x, A) -idx,

-~g(0,y)'jdy,
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A-t

0-J

7;. ^3 7^.
(1,1

3

'

1,]

T,1,0

T.0,0
0

A

x

Fig. 6.2. 7p; one 2-pixel of /CP

from which we obtain

? - ^4)
?-ffl)
x\
y ] • ^ + I ^4 +
A
A

^1+

g(x) = -^

-j

, x G 7p. (6.4)

g(x) is thus a piecewise function of Q. However as Q is computed from T, we
can also express g(x) as a function of T. For each primary 2-pixel, we apply

Equation 5.10 with A = 1 to obtain q(x) = g(x).

The next step is to compute < Q,7Q > for /CS from Equation 5.11. Each
secondary 2-pixel 7^ intersects with four primary 2-pixels, 7^, 7p^, 7^ and 7^.
There are four segments in the approximation function q(x) corresponding to
the four primary 2-pixels q[a(x), q&(x), qc(x) and qd(x). Figure 6.3 illustrates
^E- We find cochain < Q, 7Q > corresponding to the four 1-faces of 7^;:

>A/2

...

^

/-O

.

.

^

Qi = /^ -qa(A/2, y) . z'c^ + / . ,_ -q^A/2, ?/) . z^
'0

-

'

'

"

'

J-^/2

3^i , Gs , ^5

T+T+T

-A/2

Q2 = /_ -q&(^, -A/2) . {-j)dx + / _ -qc(^, -A/2) . (-j)&
F0

-

'

'

.

-

'

--

J-A/2

3^7 GQ Gc
-A/2

.

^

/-O

.

^

Qs = '0
/_ -qa(^,
A/2)
.,
Jcte
+^
/ . ,_ -qd(x, A/2) . jdrc
-,
,
3^4 , ^2 , ^11

T+y+T

-A/2

Q4 = 1~' ~ -qd(-A/2, y) . (-?)c^ + / '__ -qc(-A/2, T/) . (-z)d;
'0

'

....

J-A/2

3^10 ^12 G&

(6.5)

4 8 8 '

Using Equation 5.2, we have
<P,7^>=Ql+32+Q3+Q4.
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(6.6)

r,, % T»,/ ^ ^,,
•*——* —»—*

^'Pcl
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a

0,0

T,»t
1,0

^

G\

L

Pb

'10

G,

r,1,0

T,,-, To.-, Qs T'-'

(b)

(a)

Qw

2,

\-

Q,
•'/

4-1 Q.
(c)
Fig. 6.3. a) ^E (in dashed lines) one 2-pixel of K,8 intersecting four pixels of K,p. b)
Cochains T and Q. c) Cochain Q,.

Using Equations 5.13, 6.3 and 6.6, we have an expression of the cochain S as a
function of the cochain T. As an example, we present < <S, 7^ > for a 2-pixel
7js defined as in Figure 6.3 with A = 1

< 5,7E > = -3ro,o + ^ [To,i + Ti,o + TO,-! + T-i,o]
+^ [r-i,i + Ti,i + ri,-i + r-i-i].

(6.7)

For each non-border pixel (represented by a secondary 2-pixel), we get an
equation in the form of Equation 6.7. For the border pixels, we set T = ^(x).
Solving this system, we obtain the smoothed image J(x, t) = T.
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6.2 Optical Flow

An indirect application of the heat transfer equation is the computation of

optical flow for a 2D image sequence 7(x,f), using the Horn and Schunk [12]
algorithm. It can be shown that the velocity vector u(x, t) = (u(x, t), r(x, t))T

satisfies the following constraint arising from variational calculus (for greater
legibility, we have dropped the (x, t) parameters ) :

I^u + UyV = a2\72u - IJt
UyU + I2yV = a2^2v - lylt, (6.8)
where a is a weighting factor and Ix, ly and If are the first derivatives of
J(x, t) in re, y and t, respectively. Let us rewrite Equation 6.8 in the following
vectorial form:
W(W . uf = a/2V2u - J,VJ,
where V2u = (V n, V v) . Reorganizing the terms of Equation 6.8, we get
the following equation:
Q;2V2u = W(W • u)r + It^I. (6.9)
Taking the right-hand side as a heat source o-(x, t) = —VJ(W-u) —J^W and
replacing T(~x,t) = u(x,^) and A = o/2, we can see Equation 6.9 as a steadystate heat transfer equation. It can thus be decomposed using the method in
Section 6.1. The cochain T corresponds to u(x,^) and we get the relation:

ItVI - VI(W . u)T _ ^ , 1

-g— =—<5/0,0 + ^ L/0,l -1- ,1,0 -t- /0,-1 + /-l,0j

cr'

+^ [r-i,i + 7i,i + ri,-i + r-i,-i]. (6.10)
For the same reasons as in the linear diffusion problem, special considerations
are needed at the borders of the image. We assume zero velocity at the borders
of the image and solve the system to get the velocity field for each point of
the image.

7 Experimental Results

The proposed approach was tested on real and synthetic images in the context
of linear isotropic diffusion and optical flow. The results were compared with
another method in each case.
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For linear diffusion, Figure 7.1 (a) presents our physics-based method (PB)
at three different scales and Figure 7.1(b) shows the result by convolution
for the same scales. In the absence of a quantitative evaluation, we can say
that subjectively the results seem to be similar which fulfills our objective of
validating our approach.
For optical flow, Figures 7.2 through 7.4 show respectively the first frames
of three sequences: the rotating sphere, Hamburg taxi and tree sequences.
The results are compared with those being obtained using a finite-difFerence

implementation of the Horn and Schunck algorithm (FD) [2, 3]. In these three
examples and for both the PB and FD methods, the image derivatives are

computed by convolution with the appropriate Gaussian derivatives. Both
temporal and spatial scales are set to 1, as is the weighting factor a. Figure 7.5
shows the flow pattern computed for the sphere sequence. Figures 7.6 and 7.7
present the flow patterns for the taxi and tree sequences, respectively. For
the rotating sphere and the taxi sequences, we obtain similar results with
both methods. For the tree sequence, we also obtain similar results even if
the extreme values seem to be smaller with the PB method than with the FD
method. This fact is more apparent in Figure 7.9 (a) and 7.9 (b) where we show
respectively the results for the PB and FD methods for the tree sequence in
which white noise (standard deviation of 10) has been added (see Figure 7.8).
Recall that our method avoids iterations since it applies the algorithm only
once.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an alternative approach to the PDE-based
resolution of the diffusion problem. The proposed approach differs in two significant ways from the classical PDE resolution scheme: 1) the image is considered as cubical complexes for which algebraic structures such as chains,
cochains, boundaries and coboundaries are defined; and 2) the diffusion problem is decomposed into conservative and constitutive basic laws, each of which
is represented by cochains and coboundaries. The conservative basic laws are
represented without approximation while some approximations are required
for the constitutive law. This means that unlike traditional PDE resolution,
for which many approximations must be made, all approximations are known
since they are only needed in the representation of the constitutive equation.
Coboundaries are computed using fundamental theorems of calculus such as
the Green, Stokes and Line Integral theorems. Unlike iterative numerical analysis algorithms that do not allow the explanation of intermediate results, the
use of basic laws allows the physical explanation of all steps and intermediate
results of the algorithm. Moreover, since there is no iteration in the resolution
process, there is no problem about the convergence of the numerical analysis
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(b)

(a)

Fig. 7.1. a) Physics-based linear isotropic diffusion with a = {2.0,4.0,5.0}. b) Convolved for same scales.

scheme [26]. Furthermore, the use of cubical complexes provides algorithms
that can operate in any dimension. It has the significant advantage of avoiding

the potentially difficult task of extending the algorithm to higher dimensions.
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Fig. 7.2. First image of the sphere sequence.

Fig. 7.3. First image of the Hamburg taxi sequence.

Cochains and coboundaries allow the use of both global and local quantities.
Integrals or discrete summations over fields are used to compute global quantitles. This allows the reduction of noise by performing a smoothing operation
as opposed to differentiation which enhances high frequencies [26].

In computer vision and image processing, several problems can be modeled as
diffusion problems. The proposed approach has been validated on smoothing
by linear diffusion and on the computation of optical flow. The results obtained
confirm the effectiveness of this approach.
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Fig. 7.4. First image of the tree sequence.
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A Physics-Based Model for the Deformation of
Curves: A Computational Algebraic Topology
Approach

Pierre Poulin, Marie-Flavie Auclair-Fortier, Djemel Ziou* and Madjid Allili

Abstract — A new method for the deformation of curves is
presented. It is based upon a decomposition of the linear
elasticity problem into basic physical laws. Unlike other
methods which solve the partial differential equation by numerical techniques, we encode the basic laws using computational algebraic topology. Each basic law uses exact global
values and make approximations only when they are needed.
Moreover, these approximations can be performed wisely
assuming some knowledge about the problem and the do-

(b)

(a)

Fig. 1.1. Topological considerations of a deformation. (a) Original

main. The deformations computed with our approach have

curve, (b) Deformed curve.

a physical interpretation. In addition, the deformed curves
have some interesting physical properties such as the ability
to recover their original shape when the external forces are

then also be preserved. The preservation of these topo-

taken off". Furthermore, our algorithm performs with either
2D or 3D problems. We finally present results validating our
approach.
Keywords — Curve deformation, partial differential equations, physical laws, computational algebraic topology, active contours, shape-based image retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION.
"N recent years, deformable models have been widely
.studied since the introduction of active contours by Kass

et al (1). They have been used in image segmentation (2),
shape-based image retrieval (3), automatic correction and
updating of road databases (4), among others.
Many different approaches have been proposed (5; 6).
Among these models, we are concerned with those related
to the deformation of curves. They can arise from vari-

ational calculus (1; 7) or dynamicaly deform the curves
through equations of motion (3; 8). In these approaches,
the curves continuously deform under the action of some
internal and external forces. Nevertheless, one fundamen-

tal question arises out from such a deformation principle
but it is often not considered in the previous approaches.
As a matter of fact, the deformation is a continuous process
and then it should preserve the number of connected components. Moreover, when deforming an elastic object, one

can expect this object to recover its original shape when
the external forces are taken off. The existing models allow
a curve having only one hole (Figure 1.1 (a)) to deform into
another curve having two holes (Figure I.l(b)) if the external forces are sufficiently strong. From a topological point
of view, such a deformation makes no sense since it is not

a bijective deformation (two originally distinct points coincide in the deformed curve) . The number of holes should
P. Poulin, M.F. Auclair-Fortier and D. Ziou are with
Universite de Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Canada. E-mail:
{poulin,auclair,ziou}@dmi.usherb.ca.
M. Allili is with Bishop's University, Lennoxville, Canada. E-mail:
mallili@ubishops.ca.

logical invariants is a fundamental issue when deforming a
curve but, as the other methods do, we do not attempt to
overcome it in this paper.

For a given curve S, the deformation methods often lead
to a discrete stationary system of equations of the form
KS = f(5)
where K is a matrix which encodes the regularizing con-

straints on S and f(5') represents the data potential. How-

ever, some problems such as animation in graphics applications require to take into account a dynamic evolution

of the curve (5). In these cases, inertial body forces and
damping forces may also be considered by controlling the
deformations through a Newtonian law of motion

MI^Df+I"=f(s'

(1.1)

where M and D are respectively matrices which represent

the mass model and the background damping. The matrix
D is often expressed as a linear combination of the matrices

M and K (Rayleigh damping (9)) since it is difficult to
determine (5). In this paper, we are concerned with the
computation of the matrix K.

In the last decade, several methods have been introduced
to control the deformations. Mass-springs models (8) are
physical models which use a discrete representation of the
objects. Objects are modeled with point masses linked together by springs. Mass-springs models offer only a rough
approximation of the phenomena happening in a body (5)
and information is only available at a finite number of
points (6). Moreover, the determination of spring constants
reflecting the properties of specific materials may be a fastidious work. However, they offer real-time efficiency and
allow for parallel computations.
Models based upon the minimization of an energy functional which takes into account an internal regularizing
force and an external force applied on the data are also often used. The solution to the variational problem is given

by the Euler-Lagrange equations. Some of these models

consider the deformable bodies as continuous objects by approximating their continuous behavior with methods such

as the finite element method (FEM) (7; 9; 10; 11). How-

ever, the computational requirements of the FEM make
them difficult to be applied in real-time systems without

preprocessing steps. Finite difference methods (FDM) (12;
13; 14; 15) are also used but they require the computation
of fourth order derivatives which make them sensitive to
noise (6).
Modal analysis (16; 9; 17; 3; 18) is also a technique used
to solve Equation 1.1. Given symmetric positive definite
matrices M, D and K which often arise out from a FEM
approximation and given the external force vector f, it represents the problem'in a base given by the eigenvectors (f).i,

also refered to as the ith modes, of the generalized eigen-

value problem

dimensions can then be handled. Moreover, this kind of
subdivision allow the development of efficient computational schemes (25).
Our approach has several important advantages.

1) Since the linear elasticity problem is well-known in continuum mechanics then our modeling can be performed
wisely in order to provide some good physical interpretation of the whole deformation process and of its intermediate steps. 2) The use of global values leads to an
algorithm which is less sensitive to noise. 3) The use of
the coboundaries to link the fields quantities defined over
pixels of different dimensions provides a modular computational scheme easy to reproduce. The coboundaries are

defined according to the suitable basic laws prescribed by
each problem. 4) Thanks to the modularity, the approach
can easily be generalized to surfaces and volumes.

The approach has been validated in two applications that

K^ = ^M(f),

are road databases updating and shape-based image re-

where uji is the frequency of vibration corresponding to (f>i .

Let $ = [(/).i\ and f2 = diag(cj,-). Then

$TK<E> = Q2 and $TM$ = I.

Assuming Rayleigh damping, Equation 1.1 can then be

rewritten as

s+°^"2^
8t

(1.2)

where S = $ 5, f = $Tf and D is a diagonal matrix.
Equation 1.2 describes a decoupled system of equations.

The numerical solutions obtained with the previous techniques do not always have a physical interpretation. Those
arising from variational calculus are usually based upon
purely mathematical techniques. In this paper, we propose

a new model which includes a physical interpretation of the
deformations. Our model is close to mass-springs models

but unlike these models, it offers a systematic method for
reflecting some properties of the materials. It also proposes
to use exact global values valid over a region instead of con-

sidering only local ones. To achieve it, we directly use the
physical laws governing the deformations. These laws are
mixed together into a global conservation law governing the
whole problem. Such an approach has already been intro-

duced in image processing and computer vision by AuclairFortier et al. (19) and used in physics (20; 21; 22; 23). Under the same assumptions, its results and convergence rates

are comparable and even better than those obtained with
classical numerical methods such as FDM or FEM (23).

trie val.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section is
devoted to the physical concepts useful for understanding
the linear momentum principle and for decomposing the
problem into basic laws. In Section III we summarize the
algebraic topology-based image model and we propose in
Section IV a representation of the problem based upon this
image model. Applications and experimental results are

presented in Sections V and VI respectively.
II. PHYSICAL MODELING.

One of the objectives of this work is to model the forms
in an image as entities having their own physical prop erties such as elasticity and rigidity. These forms must then
obey to the laws and principles of the continuum mechan-

ics and satisfy the specific properties of their materials.
For the remaining of this paper, we assume the materials
to be isotropic and homogeneous. We then suppose that

their material properties are the same in all directions and
identical at all locations (26).
A. Hooke's Law.

In order to explain how the internal forces of an elastic
body vary when a body undergoes deformations, we must
take into account some knowledge about the material of
that body. This hole is filled by a constitutive equation
(or material law) which reflect the internal constitution of
the materials. The material law for the linear elasticity
problem is known as the Hooke's law (27; 28).

To encode these global values over points, surfaces, etc

In this section, we are concerned only with bodies un-

arising from physical laws, we use a computational alge-

dergoing small deformations. This is realistic for the applications we are dealing with. If we relax this constraint
in order to include large deformations then the system to
solve for the computation of the forces, the stresses, the

braic topology-based image model. One such model has
been proposed by Ziou and Allili (24) and used by AuclairFortiere^ al. (19) for the resolution of the linear and nonlinear diffusion and for the computation of the optical flow. It
introduces the image support as a decomposition in terms
of points, edges, surfaces, volumes, etc. These elements
are represented by chains and boundaries over cubical complexes. Cochains and coboundaries are used to represent

the quantities defined over these elements. Images of any

strains or the displacements becomes non-linear. However,
this is sometimes necessary in some problems where large

deformations can occur such as for thin flexible bodies (29)
of for the modeling of human tissue (30).
For a given point P of an isotropic and homogeneous
body B, let A5 be a small element of area of a plane 5'

passing through P (Figure 11.1).

equations can be inverted in order to express the stresses

as functions of the strains

E
[(l-v)£ii+^£jj+ekk)} (11.3)
(1+^(1 -2v)
E
2C?e,-, =
(11.4)
£ij {i^j}1 +v

To summarize, we have presented the relation between

Fig. 11.1. A plane S passing through a point P and partitioning the
body into two sections.

Let us assume that A51 surrounds P. The term stress is

used to define the intensity and the direction of the internal
force A/ acting at point P (28). The stress vector (or
traction vector or traction forces) tn = {n-\_^n^^n-s}T at P

is defined as

the displacements of a body and the corresponding strains
(Equation 11.2). Then we linked the strains with the
stresses using the Hooke's law (Equations 11.3 and 11.4).
The next section intends to present the equilibrium equations which state how the stresses are related to the exter-

nal forces when a body is in static equilibrium.
B. Linear Momentum Principle.

It is well known that the conservation (equilibrium) laws

t"-."m.^

constitute an important class of equations in continuum

AS-».O A5

where n = (ni,n2i"-3) is the unit normal vector of 5'.
The stress vector can be decomposed into a component
perpendicular to 5', called the normal stress, and a component parallel to it, called the shear stress. Let o-ij be the
stress component in the direction of Xj when the normal
vector of S is parallel to x,c Then we have
tn = a'un'i + 0-2^2 + a-sins

3

(11.1)

= J^ajinj.
J=l

mechanics. They relate the change in total amount of a

physical quantity inside a body with the amount of this
quantity flowing through its boundary. These laws must be
satisfied for every continuous materials. In what follows,
we present the linear momentum principle which is relevant
for our problem.

Let V be the volume of a, body B and S its bounding
surface. Let us assume that distributed body forces pbi am
tractions forces t^ are applied to S and that B is moving
under the velocity field Vi = v,;(x,^). The quantity

,«)-/// pvi dV (i= 1,2,3)

Equation 11.1 is known as the Cauchy stress formula.

Any non-rigid body goes through deformations when

subjected to forces. The term strain refers to the direc-

tion and intensity of the deformation at P with respect to
S (28). The normal strain £a at P in the direction of x,
with respect to 5' when its normal vector is parallel to x,;
IS

where p = /o(x,A) is the mass density is called the linear
momentum of B. The principle of linear momentum (33)
states that the resultant force acting on a body is equal to

the rate of change over time of the linear momentum. Thus

9ui

£ii = 'o—

pvi dV= II tn dS+ III pbi dV . (11.5)

'•I

where Ui is the change in length of the original body in
the direction of x^. The shear strain e^ [i -^ k) at P with

Forces acting on the body

respect to 5' when its normal vector is parallel to x^ is
1 \9uk 9uj~\

£ik = ^ | Q_ + Q_

2 \_Qxi ' Qxk\

Recalling Equation 11.1
(z + k).

With these definitions, the strain-displacement relations
(or the kinematical relationship (31)) are

—ill^SI <—w'-

(11.2)

We can now state the generalized version of the Hooke's

law for linear elastic isotropic materials in plane strain situation (32; 26; 28). It is given by the following equations
°'ii _y<73JI_

E ' E

2e,,

- ^ (.^)

,0'kk

E

where E is the modulus of elasticity of Young, v the Poisson ratio and G = ^f^-,A the modulus of rigidity. These

tn = s (r^nJ
J=l

where n = {n\,n'z,n^} is the unit normal vector to the
surface and using Gauss's divergence theorem, we have

i /!/pv-dv = /// ^ dv = ff/ (v •ai + pl") dv (IL6)
v

v

v

where c^ = (0-14,0-21, or3i) . The global equilibrium equa-

tions are obtained assuming a zero velocity field in Equation 11.6
V.o-, dV + II I pbi dV =0 (i= 1,2,3).
Internal forces

External forces

(11.7)

A general scheme in the spirit of the one presented by
Tonti (34) may then be introduced to summarize how the
internal reaction forces of a body are related to the global
displacements of that body. Figure 11.2 presents a decomposition of the linear elasticity problem which allows the
computation of the stiffness matrix K of Equation 1.1. This
cording to the material properties of a body when it undergoes deformations.
Displacement

Forces

u

F

Kinematic
equation

Conservation
equation

(Eq.H.2)

(Eq. 11.7)

Constitutive
Equation
Strains (Eqs.II.3 and 11.4) Stresses
Fig. 11.2. Decomposition of the linear elasticity problem into basic
laws.

III. DISCRETE REPRESENTATION OF IMAGES.

The main goal of this section is to introduce some algebraic tools used to model images. An image is composed
of two distinctive parts: the image support (pixels) and
some field quantity associated with each pixel. This quantity may be scalar (e.g. gray level), vectorial (e.g. color,

multispectral, optical flow) or tensorial (e.g. Hessian). We
model the image support in terms of cubical complexes,
chains and boundaries. With these concepts, we are able

to give a formal description of an image support of any
dimension. For quantities, we introduce the concept of

cochains, which are representations of fields over a cubical
complex. The reader can find more details in (25; 24).
An image is a complex of unit cubes usually called pixels.
A pixel 7 C Rn is a product
7=Ji xJg x ... xJn

where Ij is either a singleton or an interval of unit length
with integer endpoints. Thus Ij is either the singleton {k}

and is said to be a degenerate interval, or the closed inter-

val [k, k+1] for some k G Z. The number 9 C {0,1,.. .n} of
non-de^enerate intervals is by definition the dimension of
7, which is called a q-pixel. Figure III. 1 illustrates three elementary pixels in M2. For q> 1, let J = {ko, fci,... fcg-i}

be the ordered subset {l,2,...n} of indices for which
Ik, == [a-j, bj] is non-degenerate. Define
A^.7 = Ii x ... J^._i x {dj} X Jfc,+l X . • . X Ir.

and
B^.7 = ^i x ... 7^._i x {bj} x Ikj+i x ... x !„

The Afe^.7 and the Bk^ are called the {q — 1) -faces of 7.
One can define the (g — 2)-faces, ..., down to the 0-faces

of 7 in the same way. The faces of 7 different from 7 itself
are called its proper faces.

(b)

(a)

matrix is then used to determine the internal forces F ac-

Fig. m.i.

h
h
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By definition, a natural orientation of the cube is assumed for each pixel. Suppose that 7 denotes a particular
positively oriented Q-pixel. It is natural to denote the same
pixel with opposite orientation by —7. Examples of orien-

tations are given in Figure III. 1. A cubical complex in R"
is a finite collection /C of ^-pixels such that every face of
any pixel of the image support is also a pixel in K, and the
intersection of any two pixels of /C is either empty or a face
of each of them. For example, traditional 2D image models
only considered pixels as 2D square elements. The definitions presented above allow us to consider 2-pixels (square

elements), 1-pixels (line elements) and 0-pixels (point elements) simultaneously.

In order to write the image support in algebraic form,
we introduce the concept of chains. Any set of oriented

^-pixels of a cubical complex can be written in algebraic
form by attributing to them the coefficient 0,1 or —1, if
they are not in the set or if they should or should not
be taken with positive orientation, respectively. In order
to represent weighted domains, we must allow arbitrary

integer multiplicity for each ^-pixel.
Given a topological space X C IRn in terms of a cu-

bical complex, we get a free abelian group Cg{X) generated by all the ^-pixels. The elements of this group are
called q- chains and they are formal linear combinations
of ^-pixels (25). A formal expression for a g-chain Cq is
cq = Z^,eK: An» where \ G Z.
The last step needed for the description of the image
plane is the introduction of the concept of a boundary of a
chain. Given a ^-pixel 7, we define its boundary 9^ as the
{q — l)-chain corresponding to the alternating sum of its
{q— l)-faces. The sum is taken according to the orientation
of the [q — l)-faces with respect to the orientation of the
g-pixel. We say that a (g— l)-face of 7 is positively oriented
relative to the orientation of 7 if its orientation is compatible with the orientation of 7. By linearity, the extension
of the definition of boundary to arbitrary g-chains is easy.
For instance, in Figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c), the boundary of
the 1-pixel a is xz — xi and the boundary of the 2-pixel
A is a + b — c — d\ we say that a and & are positivelyon-

ented with respect to the orientation of A but c and d are
negatively oriented with respect to the orientation of A.
Let us notice that the boundary of a 1-pixel is always the
difference between its boundary points. The boundary can
be defined recursively. Given a {q — l)-chain and a Q-chain
7g defined as jq = ^q-i x [a, &], the boundary of 7^ can be

recursively written as
9^ = <97g-l X M] + (-l)(9-l)(7g-i x {&} - 7g-l X {a}).

(ni.i)

In order to model the pixel quantity over the image plane,
we look for an application T which associates a global
quantity with all g-pixels 7 of a cubical complex. We denote
this by < ^r, 7 >. This quantity may be any mathematical entity such as a scalar, a vector, etc. For two adjacent
g-pixels 71 and 72, J' must satisfy < J', Aoo7oo + ^e7e >=
Aoo < -F,7oo > +A£ < ^F,7e >, which means that the

sum of the quantity over each pixel is equal to the quantity over the two pixels. The resulting transformation
T : Cu(<;V) —>• R is called a q-cochain and is used as a
representation of a quantity over the cubical complex.

'inally we need an operator which associates a global
quantity with the (q + l)-pixels according to the global
[uantities given on their g-faces. Given a g'-cochain ^', we

tefine an operator 9, called the coboundary operator, which
transforms J: into a {q + l)-cochain Q7 such that
<sy,^>=<^,aj>

(b)

(a)

Fig. IV. 1. Complexes associated with: (a) variables describing the
configuration of the system (b) the source variables.

T> such that V is the coboundary of U
T>:Ci(/CP) -^ R3
7 i-4. < T',7 >=< 6U,-/>=<U,9-y > . (IV.1)

We must now specify the computational rules for both

cochains U and T>. Recalling the strain-displacement rela-

tions (Equation 11.2)

1 [ 9uj . Qm 1

£'^l^+^J "=l-2'3)-

(ni.2)

for all (g + l)-chains 7. The coboundary is defined as the
signed sum of the physical quantities associated with the
g-faces of 7. The sum is taken according to the relative

orientation of the g-faces of the (q + l)-pixels of 7 with
respect to the orientation of the pixels.

(IV.2)

we have an application e'

U l-S. £/(U)=(£n,£22,£33,£l2,£l3,£23) .

Let us now omit the shear strain components which will
be computed later and define

IV. REPRESENTATION OF THE GLOBAL EQUILIBRIUM
EQUATIONS.

This section intends to encode the basic laws of Figure 11.2 using the image model presented above. This en-

coding is then used to derive our algorithm for solving the
equilibrium equations 11.7. This algorithm is resumed as
follows: 1) The image support is subdivided into cubical
complexes; 2) Global quantities are computed over fc-pixels
via cochains according to basic laws; 3) The constitutive
equations 11.3 and 11.4 are expressed as linear transformations between two cochains.

Since we want to represent two kinds of global values
then we use two complexes. As pointed out by Tonti (35),
the first complex (Figure IV. 1 (a)) refers to variables describing the configuration of the system and to those which
are related to them by relations which do not contain physical constants (e.g. displacement). The second complex

(Figure IV.l(b)) concerns the source variables and those
which can be computed from them by relations not containing physical constants (e.g. forces). Then the first complex
is associated with global values corresponding to elements
having an orientation which lies on the elements themselves while the second complex refers to elements hav-

ing an orientation which depends on the space surrounding

them (35).

A. Relative Displacement.

We now intend to represent the kinematic equation 11.2.
Let B be a body in a 3D space and K,p be a 3-complex
representing the subdivided spatial support of B (see Figure IV. 1 (a)). Let us consider a 0-cochain U and a 1-cochain

U ^ £(U)=(£n,£22,£33)T=VU. (IV.3)

Using the global form of Equation IV. 3 over a 1-pixel 7^)

such that Q^D = x^ — x#, we have

e(V)d^D = I VUd7o (IV.4)

'fD

JX^

Since VU is a conservative field, we can apply the line integral theorem (36; 37) which states that for a conservative
field and for two points x# and x^ in an opened connected
region containing VU^ the integral of the tangential part
of VU along a curve R joining x# and x^ is independent

of the path

L

VUd7-D =U(a;*)-U(a;^).

(IV.5)

X.

In co chain terms, we have
<T>,7D >=U{x^) -U(x#).

(IV.6)

We thus define ZY(x) = U(x). Consequently, the location
of the displacement vector U must correspond to the 0pixels oiKP'.
B. Force-Stress Relation.

We now intend to represent the global equilibrium equa-

tions 11.7. Let us consider another 3-complex /CS also rep-

resenting the subdivided spatial support of the body B (see
Figure IV.l(b)). Let us also consider a 3-cochain T and a
2-cochain S such that T is the coboundary of S
F-.C^JCP} -^
7 '->•

< y, ^ >=< ss, 7 >=< 5, 97 > . (IV.7)

Let JF be a 3-pixel of /CS and 75 be a 2-chain over /CS

such that 75 = Q^p- Let us assume that the 2-faces 75. of

at all point x of 7. Equation IV. 10 is then replaced by

^p are positively oriented relative to the orientation of ^p •
ly the definition of the coboundary we must have
<^^F >=j^<S,^S, > •

(IV.8)

Again, we want to determine the computational rules as-

sociated with F and S. Let us use the divergence theorem
in Equation 11.7
pbidV = I I -a, • ndS

and define

<^i^F> = ffj pbidV

(IV.9)

v

<5,,7s,> = 11-ai-njdS {i= 1,2,3) (IV.10)
5

where T = (^'1,^2, ^3) , 5 = (^ii«52,<S3)T and nj is the
normal vector to 7^.. With these definitions, the cochain

T is the coboundary of the cochain S.

In order to complete the scheme of Figure 11.2, we need

to represent the Hooke's law (Equations 11.3 and 11.4)
which links the local values of e(x) and o-(x). In cochain

terms, we want to link the cochains T> and S. Since Equations 11.3 and 11.4 are constitutive equations, we cannot
provide a topqlogical expression of them. Instead we express them as linear transformations between the cochains

V and <S. To find this transformation, called the codual
operator, we use Equation IV.10 which links the cochain <S
with the strains e using the generalized Hooke's law. Un-

fortunately, the strains are only known at a finite number
of points and must then be approximated over the whole
domain S with an approximation function ?(x). We choose
?(x) such that for each 1-face ^/n of a 2-pixel 7 of /CP we
have

d^D =< 'P,7£> > •

=/A-?-(X)

njdS {i= 1,2, 3)

(IV.ll)

Recall that we only need to approximate the normal components of e. In fact, if we have

which depends on the choice of the approximation function
£(X).
D. Summary of the Algorithm.
We now summarize the algorithm used to find an expres-

sion of the internal forces according to the displacements of
a body. The input data for this algorithm are the cochain
U and the material properties of the body (the values of E
and v). Its output data is the internal force vector for each
point of the body.
1. Choice of the location of K,p with respect to /CS.
2. Computation of the cochain V.

3. Computation of the cochain S
(a) Choice of the approximation function ?(x).
(b) Application of Equation IV. 12 to express <S as a function of the displacement components.

4. Computation of the force by applying Equation IV.8.

A. Active Contours.
We apply our approach to a 2D active contours model.

The evolution of the curve S is controlled by Equation 1.1 in
which we set M = 0 and D = 1^. The resulting equation
^+K5=F.
Qt

^5)

' 9Ui ^ 9U2 /__, 9Us,
!x), —^(x), ——(x;

\Qx^"" 9x2'"" 9x3

T _^i
(eil (x), £22 (x), £33 (X))-'
= £'(x)

where U(x) is the approximated displacement vector over
7 and if ?(x) is chosen in order to satisfy Equation IV. 11,
then the vector U(x) is fully determined. As mentioned
before, the shear components £ij [i -^- j) of e(x) can be
computed by appropriately differentiating the components
of U(x). Using this remark and applying the generalized
Hooke's law to e(x) satisfying Equation IV. 11, we have
5u(x)

E
(1+^(1-22,)

[(1-1/)£-,,,(X)

+^(^(x)+£fcfe(x))]

o:y(x)

^u(x)

(1+^)

(i^3)(ij= 1,2,3)

(V.l)

where K is a matrix encoding the regularizing constraints
is refered to as a Lagrangian evolution scheme. Such an

evolution sheme has been used for active contours (12) and
in level set methods (38).
This dynamic system js discretized in time using a fl-

nite difference scheme. For a given time step AA, we can

approximate the time derivative by
as
9t

St+At — St

At

We solve Equation V.l using an explicit scheme
St+At = St + A^Fext - KSt)

VU(x) =

(IV.12)

V. APPLICATIONS.

C. Stress-Strain Relation.

?(x)

<5z,7S, >

(V.2)

until the equilibrium between the image forces and the

internal forces. Assuming that the initial curve 5'o was

in an equilibrium state and that the initial body forces
Fo == K5'o are constant during the deformation process,
we can add these forces to the external forces ~F^. leading

to a modified version of Equation V.2

St+^t = 5t+At(Fext+Fo-K5t)
St + Af(Fext, - (K5t - K5o))
St + At(Fext - KUt)

(V.3)

where U^ is the displacement vector for the curve S at
time t. The regularizing constraints K are computed using
the method introduced in Section IV and based upon the
decomposition of Figure 11.2.
We want to solve Equation V. 3 for local U(x) located at
the center of each pixel and known initial curve 5o close to

the solution. In order to compute the matrix K, we employ

the process presented in Sections IV-A through IV-C and
first position the two cubical complexes /CP and /CS. As
mentioned in Section IV-A, )CP must be placed in order to
have its 0-pixels corresponding to the center of the image
pixels. We positioned /CS in such a way that its 2-pixels coincide with the image pixels. Thus, the 2-pixels of JCS are
rectangular and symmetrically staggered relative to the 1pixels of K,p and the 1-pixels of /CS intersect orthogonally in
the centers of the primary 1-pixels of Kp. This way of posi-

tioning K,8 allows the use of an approximation polynomial
of order 1 with the same accuracy as that obtained using
one of order 2 (39). Figure V.l shows the two complexes
positions for a 5 x 5 image.

-U(x)
--.....

..-XP

--*-•

-/cs

from which we obtain

?(x) =i\[^+

^3-^1

A

X2 ) , ( ^4 +

T>i -T>A

A

= VU(x).

•Xl

(V.4)

Using Equations IV. 6 and V.4 we have
U(x) == u(o^)+(lJ(A>())-u(o'0));ci(u(°'A)-u(()'()))a;2
^ (U(0,0) + U(A, A) - U(0, A) - U(A, 0)) x^ ^^

from which we can get the values of a, (x) = (o:i,(x),?2i(x))T.

The last step is the "computation of the internal forces for

each 2-pixel of K,s. That is, we want to determine the

cochain T of Equation IV.7 for each 2-pixel ^p of /CS. With
/CP and /CS positioned as mentioned before, we have that
each ^F intersects four 2-pixels JA^B^C and ^p of /CP.

That is, we must consider four approximation functions

af-, af , af and af corresponding to the four intersecting
2-pixels of /CP (see Figure V.3) We find the value of the
Fig. V.l. Two cubical complexes for a 5 x 5 image.

In order to solve Equation V. 3, we need global values
Fext over each pixel of /CS. Since these values are generally known, we did not try to express them in a topological way in the last section. In our examples, we use the

x-n

A^

line plausibility image obtained using a line detector proposed by Ziou (40). We assume that the line plausibility
is a global value valid over the whole pixel. Thus we set
Fext = 9a * L where L is the line plausibility image and

7A]

7£>

S3

54 i

7F

0J

T-^17C

7B

g is the Gaussian derivative at scale a. We also choose

-^
|5i
52

Aa;i

an approximation function ?(x) = (£ii(x),£22(x)) . For

(b)

(a)

simplicity, we assume that ?(x) = VU(x) arises from a
bilinear approximation of U(x)

Fig. V.3. (a) 'JF in dashed lines (b) 2-cochain S.

U(x) = (?7i(x),;72(x))T =a+ba;i + cx-2 + dx^.

cochain S over the four 1-faces of 7^ using Equation IV. 10

Thus we have
e'll (x)

b + da;2

?22(x)

c + da;i

Since £n(x) and £22 (x) must satisfy Equation IV.11 for
all 1-faces JD of any 2-pixel 7 of Kp as in Figure V.2, the
following relations must hold

511 = /oTaA d''2) • ~tdx2+/.aB (t'"2) •-[^2
- J' dx\
5? = r?fl(-t)--^

\UQ,I V3 , MI,i

Sf

-DI
uo,o

".1,0

A xl

Fig. V.2. A 2-pixel of K,p and the topological quantities associated
with it.

^2
^3
-D4

- J' dx\

^2

-D4

-Pl

+/-Aof(a;1'^

st =

•A_^/ A\ -^ . . /•° ^n / A\ ^

orf [xi,-^- ) • j dxi + I ^ af [xi,^ ) • j' dxi

fo

fo

'

\

^

/

J-^-

A \ -^
a^ ( -^,X2 ) • - i' dx2
f-° ^ ( A \ ^

+ J aY [-^^2) • - i' dx2

rA^ .. -»
ro

e'(a;i,0) • i' dx\

f'A -/. . -^

'0
.A
ro

(F(A,a;2) • j' dx2
?(a;l,A) • i' dx\

f-A^ . -^
ro

e'(0,a;2) • J' dx-2

Using Equation IV.8 we have
<:Fi,^>=Sl+Sf+S3+Sf.

(V.6)

Equation V.6 expresses the internal forces -Fi and F^ as a

function of the displacement U. As an example, we present
the values of Fi and F^ for the 2-pixel 7^ "of Figure V.3

with A = 1:

B. Shape-based Image Retrieval.

Fl = C[(3-4i/)u-i,i+(2-8^)uo,i+(3-4i/)ui,i
+(10 - 8^)u-i,o + (-36 + 48^)uo,o + (10 - 8^)ui,o
+(3 - 4^)u-i,-i + (2 - 8^)uo,-i + (3 - 4^)ui,-i
-2v_i,i + 2vi,i + 2v_i,_i - 2vi,_i] (V.7)

F2 = C'[(3-4^)v_i,i+(10-8^0,1 +(3-4i/)vi,i
+(2 - 8^)v_i,o + (-36 + 48^)vo,o + (2 - 8^)ui,o
+(3 - 4^)u_i,_i + (10 - 8v)vo,-i + (3 - 4i/)-ui,_i
-2u_i,i + 2ui,i + 2u_i,-i - 2ui,-i] (V.8)

where C = ^Q(-^^(^_^) and U = [^]. These coefficients
are computed using Equation V.6 and by performing the
suitable integrations for ^, <S?, <Sf and <?^ . They relate the
forces acting at a given point of a body to the displacements
of the body in the neighbourhood of that body.
Equations V.7 and V.8 set a linear relationship between
a pixel and its neighbors. This relation is used to build the
stiffness matrix K of Equation V.3.
We finally need to compute the displacement vector U.
Let us suppose that the displacement is constant in each

directions at every vertex of a subdivided curve S. From

Equations V.7 and V.8, it follows that the internal forces

vanish everywhere. Let v be a vertex of S and v be its
corresponding vertex in the deformed curve 5". Thus the

internal forces computed with the displacement vector
VoriS={...,V'i_,-Vi^,V'i-Vi,V'^-Vi+^...f

are equal to those computed with both

vW =

Our second application concerns a shape-based image

retrieval system. Each image in the database consists of
only one curve corresponding to the contour of a single ob-

ject. Unlike Sclaroff et al. (17) which deform progressively
a curve into the other, we assume that the deformation is

performed in only one step and we compute the amount of
external force needed to achieve it.
We want our system to be invariant with respect to rotation, scale and translation. Then, instead of working
directly on the images, we consider their representation ac-

cording to the distance of each point of the curve to the center of mass of all contour points {measuring function (41)).
This representation is then used to compare images. The

similarity between two patterns is decided according to the
amount of deformation needed to deform the query image
representation into each representation of the images of the

database (3). The sum ^y^g 11/Ml I of the square of the
magnitude of the internal force vectors f[v} for each vertex

v of the contour curve S is used. Representation of images
having different number of points are oversampled or subsampled in order to always consider the same number of
points in the representation.

The image subdivision process is the same as for active
contours (Section V-A) leading to the same stiffness matrix.
Moreover, the displacement vector is computed in the same
manner as for active contours.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.

(... ,(^_2 -Vi-2)-(^_i --y,_i),0,(^ -^)
-(^_i - u,-i), (u^i - Vi+l) - (^_i - V,_l),

A. Active Contours.

The proposed approach was tested in the context of the
correction of high-resolution real and synthetic images of
road databases. For each image, we have compared the

and

results of our physics-based method (PBM) with those ob-

u(2) - (...,(^_i-^-i)-(^-^+i),(^-^)
-{V^ -Ui+i),0,(^2 -Vi+2) - (^+1 -V,+l),...) .

In our examples, we used the average values of U^ and
U^2). Thus, for an arbitrary vertex Vi, the displacement
used to compute the internal forces was
2K - vi} - K+i - ^+1] - K-i - ^-i] _ ^ [925 _ 9^_
2

-

2

[Qv2

9v2

assuming a finite differences approximation of the second
derivatives of S and 6" with respect to their vertices. In
order to obtain smooth results, the second derivative of the
curve S was computed using Gaussian derivatives
^ _.//.
^=gl^s

where o- controls the degree of smoothing.

To summarize, we first described the evolution model
and then detailed the computation of the stiffness matrix
K of Equation V.3. We finally presented the computation
of the displacement vector.

tained with a finite element method (FEM) (7).

The first image is a section of a RADARSAT SAR image

centered on the region of Stephenville (Quebec), Canada
with a 25-meter resolution1. In this image, the roads correspond to linear features. Thus, the image force was com-

puted using a line plausibility image (40). Figure VI. 1 (a)
and VI.l(b) show respectively in black the results obtained
with the PBM {E = 200 and v = 0.45) and FEM (a = 0.03
and (3 = 137.8 for the most left curve). The initialization
snake is drawn in white in both figures. One can notice that
the PBM most left corrected curve is closer to the exact
road than the FEM one in regions of high curvature. This
is explained by the fact that unlike FEM which is energy
minimization based, the PBM does not deform the initial
curve until some image forces are applied to it. Moreover,

if the regularizing constraints are strong, the FEM deforms
the initial snake into a smooth curve as opposite with the
PBM which keeps the snake in its original configuration
since a very strong image force is needed to deform it. In
this example, the PB1VI almost does not deform the original
snake since it is close to the road. However, since it admits
1 The image was provided by the Canadian Space Agency under the
ADRO-2 program.

high curvature points, the FEM attempts to minimize the
internal energy by smoothing the curve.

(a)
(a)

(b)

Fig. VI.2. Results for a orthoimage. (a) PBM and (b) FEM.

then the snake attempts to remain in its initial shape as in
figure VI.4(b) because the force needed to deform it gets
too large. As the modulus of elasticity gets larger, the
shape of the resulting curve is closer to the initial one and
the long straight part in the middle of the curve gets further
to the road location.

(b)
Fig. VI. 1. Results for a SAR image: (a) PBM and (b) FEM.

Our second test image is a portion of an orthoimage
of the region of Merrit in the south of British Columbia,
Canada . In this image, the roads also correspond to lin-

ear features and then the image force was computed using
a line plausibility image. The initial road is shown in white
and the corrected ones are drawn in black. Figures VI.2(a)
and VI.2(b) show respectively the results obtained with
the PBM [E = 15 and v = 0.45) and FEM (a = 0.03
and f3 = 41.8). With both methods, the road was accurately localized.
Figures VI.3 and VI.4 show the effect of the variation of
the modulus of elasticity in the last example. The value of
E is increased from 3 to 150 while the Poisson ratio remains
constant. If the modulus of elasticity is too small than the
snake may be attracted by other features in the image.
For instance, see the upper right region in Figure VI.3(a).
On the opposite, if the modulus of elasticity gets too large
2© Department of Natural Resources of Canada. All rights reserved.

(a)

(b)

Fig. VI.3. Results for different values of the modulus of elas-

ticity with the PBM. For both results, the Poisson ratio is set to
0.45. (a) E = 3 (b) E = 15.

The deformations modeled using the PBM have the in-

teresting property of allowing the objects to recover their
original shape when the image forces applied to them are
taken off. To illustrate this fact, Figure VI. 5 (a) presents
a synthetic image in which the initial and corrected roads
are respectively drawn in white and black. Figure VI.5(b)
shows respectively in white and black the initial snake and
the corrected curve when the image forces are taken off.

Since the initial body forces Fg are the only forces applied
to the deformed curve, then it recovers its initial shape.
However, since the computation of the internal forces is in-
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Fig. VI.4. Results for different values of the modulus of elasticity with the PBM. For both results, the Poisson ratio is set to

0.45. (a) E = 75 ('6; £; = 150.

variant with respect to translation (see Section V-A), then
the curve can experience a spatial shift as in Figure VI. 5(b).

K

r'j

(b)

(a)

<?

Fig. VI.6. Results of some queries. The results are ordered from left
to right.

based on algebraic topology. It makes use of both local
and global values through a decomposition of the elasticity
problem into basic physical laws. These laws are encoded
by cochains over cubical complexes and linked together using coboundaries and codual operators. We must empha-

size that many problems may be decomposed using basic
physical laws (34). The modularity of our approach makes
it easy to be applied in other problems by using the suitable laws. Moreover, the coboundary formalism is a generic

one and then it leads to algorithms which can easily be extended to higher dimensions. The use of the basic laws provides a physical interpretation of the deformation process.
This interpretation was used to develop an active contours

model and to compare the shape similarity between curves

(a)

(b)

Fig. VI.5. Shape recovery of a curve when the image forces are taken

off. (a) Initial and corrected curves (b) Both initial curve (in white)
and final curve after the elimination of the image forces (in black).
B. Shape-based Image Retrieval.

Our algorithm was tested on a subset of 100 images of marine animal silhouettes available on the internet at http://www .ee.surrey. ac.uk/CVSSP/imagedb/
demo. html. Each image consists of only one curve cor-

responding to the contour of a single animal. Figure VI.6
presents some typical queries performed with our approach.
The results are ordered from left to right according to their
similarity with the most left images which are the query
images. For every query, we see that the images found by
our method are very similar to the query images. The re-

suits obtained in these examples confirm the interest of our
approach.

in an image database.
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CONCLUSION
Dans ce memoire, nous nous sommes interesse a la modelisation physique de trois pro-

blemes en vision artificielle: la diffusion lineaire, Ie calcul du flot optique ainsi que la
deformation de courbes. Nous avons montre qu'en decomposant adequatement ces pro-

blemes en lois de base, il est possible de developper des algorithmes qui, sous certaines
conditions, performent mieux que certains algorithmes classiques.
Le premier travail concerne la diffusion lineaire et Ie calcul du flot optique. Dans un
premier temps, nous avons presente une approche nouvelle pour la diffusion des niveaux

de gris dans une image. Afin de s'initier a notre approche et de la valider, nous avons
montre qu'en decomposant Ie probleme de transfert de la chaleur en lots de base, il
est possible de developper un algorithme permettant de realiser la diffusion lineaire.
Nous avons ensuite applique cette approche au calcul du flot optique dans une sequence
d'images en utilisant la methode introduite par Horn et Schunck [6]. Nous avons montre
que notre approche peut etre utilisee et ce, meme si les equations regissant Ie probleme ne
decoulent pas directement des memes principes physiques. De plus, nous avons montre
que notre approche produit des resultats superieurs sur des images bruitees. L'article
decrivant ces travaux a ete soumis dans la revue Pattern Recognition.
Dans Ie second travail, nous avons presente un nouvel algorithme pour la deformation
de courbes. Get algorithme est base sur la decomposition du probleme de Felasticite en

lois physiques de base. Nous avons developpe un algorithme efficace pour Ie probleme des
contours actifs. Nous avons egalement montre que notre approche permet de deformer les

courbes en tenant compte de proprietes materielles specifiques. Finalement, nos resultats
experimentaux ont montre que notre approche permet aux objets d'avoir des compor-

tements physiques naturels tels la capacite a recouvrer leur forme originale lorsque les
forces exercees sur eux entrainant une deformation sont supprimees. Cette interpretation

physique a ete exploitee afin de developper un systeme de recherche d'images base sur la
forme. Un article presentant ces travaux a ete soumis dans la revue IEEE Transactions
on Image Processing.
Finalement, a travers les deux travaux, nous avons montre 1'interet en vision artificielle

d'un modele image base sur la topologie algebrique calculatoire. Nous avons montre que
ce modele offre un formalisme rigoureux et puissant pour representer les lots physiques et
qu'il permet Ie developpement d'algorithmes operant independamment de la dimension.
Nous crayons que la methodologie proposee dans nos deux travaux basee sur la decom-

position des problemes en lots physiques de base est prometteuse et devrait etre etudiee
davantage en detail. En ce qui concerne Ie calcul du flot optique, nous crayons que des
equations regissant Ie probleme non basees sur Ie calcul variationnel devraient etre etablies
en fonction des lots physiques a la base du probleme. Nous pensons qu'une telle modelisation pourrait permettre d'enrayer certains problemes auxquels se butent les algorithmes
existants. Nous croyons aussi que notre approche pour la deformation de courbes pourrait
etre raffinee afin de pouvoir considerer, par exemple, des materiaux non-homogenes ou

non-isotropiques. Nous pensons egalement qu'elle pourrait etre etendue au probleme plus
general des surfaces et volumes deformables. Finalement, en ce qui a trait a notre application de recherche d'images basee sur la forme, nous croyons qu'elle pourrait etre amelioree
en utilisant prealablement un algorithme de mise en correspondance partielle de quelques
points de contours. Un tel ajout permettrait de reduire la sensibilite a Pechantillonnage.
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